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Abstrat
We onsider ovariant metri theories of oupled gravity-matter systems satisfying the fol-
lowing two onditions: First, it is assumed that, by a hyperboli redution proess, a system of
rst order symmetri hyperboli partial dierential equations an be dedued from the matter
eld equations. Seond, gravity is supposed to be oupled to the matter elds by requiring
that the Rii tensor is a smooth funtion of the basi matter eld variables and the metri. It
is shown then that the time evolution of these type of gravity-matter systems preserves the
symmetries of initial data speiations.
1 Introdution
In a reent paper [19℄ the neessary and suient onditions ensuring the existene of Killing vetor
elds in ovariant metri theories of oupled gravity matter systems were investigated. In that work
matter elds were assumed to satisfy quasi-linear wave equations and to possess minimal oupling
to gravity. In addition, gravity was supposed to be oupled to the matter elds by requiring that the
Rii tensor is a funtion of the basi matter eld variables, their rst ovariant derivatives and the
metri. Within this framework it was demonstrated that symmetries of initial data speiations
are preserved by time evolution.
The pragmati aim in [19℄ was to justify some of the laims of [9, 18℄ onerning the existene of
Killing vetor elds in the harateristi initial problem in ase of EinsteinKlein-Gordon, Einstein
[non-Abelian℄ Higgs or Einstein-[Maxwell℄-Yang-Mills-dilaton systems. The matter eld variables
1
of these partiular Einstein-matter systems all satisfy quasi-linear wave equations. However, the evo-
lution of various matter elds, suh as perfet- or dissipative uids and spinor elds, is not governed
by quasi-linear wave equations; rather they satisfy rst order symmetri hyperboli equations.
Clearly, it is of obvious physial interest to enlarge the framework of [19℄ to inlude matter elds
satisfying equations of this more general type and to determine those onditions whih guarantee
the existene of a Killing vetor eld for the assoiated gravity-matter systems. This is, in fat,
our prinipal aim in this paper whih is organized as follows. The next setion is to speify the
∗
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In ase of gauge elds they are yielded by suitable gauge xing (see e.g. [19, 18℄ for further details).
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lass of gravity-matter systems to whih our main result applies. In partiular, a representation of
the physial elds and the relevant basi eld equations are hosen so that well-posed initial value
problem an be assoiated with the seleted gravity-matter systems. Setion 3 is to study all the
equations relevant for the `evolution' of the Lie derivatives, with respet to a `andidate Killing
vetor eld', of our basi variables. This setion inludes our main result justifying the laim that
the time evolution of the seleted gravity-matter systems preserves the symmetries of initial data
speiations. Finally, setion 4 ontains our onluding remarks. In partiular, issues assoiated
with the evolution of matter elds on xed geometrial bakgrounds and the possible aetion of a
non-dynamial eld on the evolution of symmetries are onsidered.
2 The gravity-matter systems
In order to have a suitable framework for the study of spaetime symmetries, rst of all we give
a mathematially preise speiation of the gravity-matter theories to whih our main result will
apply. Obviously, it is impossible to reall details of all the partiular systems whih have ever been
studied. Instead, a general, and thereby exible, enough framework is hosen within whih ommon
features of a reasonably large set of partiular theories an be investigated. The model speied
below is highly inuened by the fundamental study of Geroh [11℄, where a universal treatment of
physial elds and equations is presented.
2.1 The hoie of basi variables and eld equations
The physial elds are supposed to be represented by smooth tensor elds on a smooth four-
dimensional paraompat orientable manifold M . In partiular, the gravitational eld is assumed
to be represented by a smooth Lorentzian metri eld gab on M and all the gravitational eets
are expeted to be desribed in terms of this metri and ovariant quantities derivable from it. It
is known that other basi variables suh as tetrads or spin frames ould also be used to represent
gravity. However, sine our eventual aim in this work is to study spaetime symmetries the use of
gab suits the most.
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In general, tensor elds representing the matter ontent of a theory will be denoted by TA
(i)
,
where i in round brakets is a name index taking values from the set {1, 2, ..., N}, and the apital
sript letter A stands for a omposite (abstrat) index. The onstituents of A, i.e. the exat form
T
a1...aki
(i) b1...bli
of the (ki, li) type tensor eld T
A
(i)
will be spelled out expliitly in all the non-self-
explaining situations. The matter elds might also have gauge dependene but, even if they have, it
will be assumed that suitable gauge hoies have been made so that they an be onsidered as elds
on the spaetime manifold. Thereby the relevant gauge or internal spae indies will be suppressed.
The evolution of the elds TA
(i)
is supposed to be given in terms of partial dierential equations. In
partiular, TA
(i)
are assumed to solve systems of rst order quasi-linear partial dierential equations
of the form ∑
(j)
KAe
(i)(j)B
∇eT
B
(j)
+ LA
(i)
= 0, (2.1)
were∇a denotes the unique (torsion free) ovariant derivative operator assoiated with the spaetime
metri gab. Moreover, the oeients K
Ae
(i)(j)B
and LA
(i)
in (2.1) are expeted to be smooth elds on
a tensor bundle, T , built up from the elds TA
(i)
and gab.
2
Unless otherwise stated we shall use the notation and onventions of [21℄.
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It is worth emphasizing that this framework overs matter systems like Klein-Gordon elds,
Maxwell elds, perfet uids and various other type of matter elds, along with their onventional
ouplings (see for more details Appendix A of [11℄). In fat, it seems to over virtually every partial
dierential equation in physis.
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In partiular, quasi-linear wave equations of the form
∇f∇fT
B
(i)
+ FB
(i)
(gcd, T
C
(j)
,∇cT
C
(j)
) = 0, (2.2)
an immediately be put into the form of (2.1), by following a standard proedure (see e.g. pages
76-77 of [10℄) whih starts, by adding the rst derivatives TA
(N+i)e
= ∇eT
A
(i)
to the basi variables.
Note also that, as indiated above, in ase of matter elds, like Yang-Mills or Higgs elds with
a gauge freedom, to get the desired framework a gauge xing is required to be made. For instane,
in ase of a Yang-Mills eld the use of the generalized Lorentz gauge ondition is needed to put
the Yang-Mills equations into the form of a quasi-linear wave equation (see for details e.g. [7, 19℄),
whih an then be reast into the form of (2.1) by the above mentioned proedure.
Aording to the above assumptions matter elds are assumed to be oupled to gravity through
the dependene ofKAe
(i)(j)B
and LA
(i)
on the metri, as well as, via the presene of the metri ompatible
ovariant derivative operator ∇e in (2.1). Conerning the oupling of the geometry to matter elds,
we shall require that the Rii tensor Rab be a smooth funtion of the matter eld variables and the
metri,
Rab = Rab(T
A
(i)
, gmn). (2.3)
Note that this assumption immediately imposes a restrition, in addition to (2.1), on the elds TA
(i)
via the twie ontrated Bianhi identity.
It is straightforward to see that the onditions so far have been made are satised by all the
`ustomary' Einstein-matter systems. In partiular, the present framework immediately overs the
setting applied in [19℄ sine the matter eld variables used here inludes the rst ovariant derivatives
of the basi matter eld variables applied there. Moreover, the seleted model is general enough to
host e.g. the `onformally equivalent representation' of higher urvature theories assoiated with a
gravitational Lagrangian that is a polynomial of the Rii salar (for further details see e.g. [12℄).
In addition to the above assumptions we shall impose the following requirement whih plays a
signiant role in the derivation of our main result and whih is usually made impliitly in most of
the related disussions.
Condition 2.1 The elds KAe
(i)(j)B
and LA
(i)
, along with the Rii tensor when it is viewed as a
funtional of the basi variables as the expression appearing on the r.h.s. of (2.3), are assumed to
be smooth funtionals on the tensor bundle T depending exlusively on TA
(i)
and gab,
KAe
(i)(j)B
= KAe
(i)(j)B
(T C
(k)
, gmn) and L
A
(i)
= LA
(i)
(T C
(j)
, gmn), (2.4)
without having any expliit dependene on the points of M .
3
In prinipal, spinor elds ould also be present among the allowed matter eld variables. This is partiularly so,
beause the Dira equations possess the form of (2.1). Moreover, it was demonstrated by Friedrih and Rendall [10℄
that symmetri hyperboli equations an be built up from the Einstein-Dira system. The main purpose of this work,
however, is to study the existene of symmetries whih requires the use of Lie derivatives of all the elds with respet
to essentially arbitrary vetor elds on M . On the other hand, it is known that the Lie derivative of spinor elds
annot be dened (at least not in the onventional way) with respet to arbitrary vetor elds but only to onformal
Killing vetor elds. Before the proedure desribed below an be extended to Einstein-Dira systems as well one
should lear up e.g. how to make a sensible variation of a omposite metri-spinor system. Obviously, there is no
problem of varying the spinor eld while the metri is kept xed. However, a proedure of omplete generality, suh
as `hanging the metri while keeping the spinor eld xed' does not exist.
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This assumption expresses the idea that the distintion between two points of a spaetime man-
ifold M is rooted in the dierene between the values of some physial eld at that points. In other
words, the points of the spaetime (M, gab) are assumed to be identied by observing some physial
elds not by somehow pereiving the points of M themselves diretly [11℄. Notie, however, that
whenever the dynamis of ertain elds TA
(i)
on a xed bakground spaetime is onsidered the o-
eients KAe
(i)(j)B
and LA
(i)
will immediately pik up an `expliit' spaetime dependene through that
of gab.
Note nally that the relations (2.1) and (2.3), along with ondition 2.1, manifest an important
property of the omposite gravity-matter system. Namely, they guarantee that the oupling of all
the subsystems rests upon only zero order terms of the relevant basi variables.
2.2 Hyperboli redution of the eld equations
A key feature of the eld equations of physis is that a system of partial dierential equations an
be dedued from them so that, for suitable initial data speiations, this equations yield the `time'
evolution of the relevant system. This subsetion is to impose further onditions whih guarantee
the well-posed initial value problems an be assoiated with the seleted gravity-matter theories.
2.2.1 Symmetri hyperboli systems for the matter elds
To attain `existene and uniqueness results' relevant for an initial value problem assoiated with the
gravity-matter systems of the above type rst the basi eld equations have to be put into a spei
form of PDEs for whih existene and uniqueness of solutions is guaranteed. In this work rst order
symmetri hyperboli PDEs are used for this purpose whih are speied as follows [10℄:
Consider, as our unknown, a funtion Φ dened on an open subset of R4 and assume that it takes
values in a nite dimensional vetor spae V . The hyperboli systems we are interested in now are
of the form
Aγ∂γΦ+B = 0, (2.5)
where Aγ = Aγ(x,Φ) are supposed to be smooth funtions dened on an open subset of R4 × V
taking values in the vetor spae L(V ) of linear maps of V to itself, while B = B(x,Φ) is expeted
to be a smooth funtion on an open subset of R
4 × V with values in V . The basi requirement on
the system to be alled symmetri hyperboli is that the Aγ are symmetri, with respet to some
inner produt on V , and there exists a ovetor eld ξγ suh that A
γξγ is positive denite for all
admissible values of Φ.
By imposing the following ondition we shall restrit our onsiderations to matter elds for whih
a symmetri hyperboli system an be dedued from (2.1).
Condition 2.2 Equation (2.1) an be split into a symmetri hyperboli system of the form (2.5),
in terms of a suitable variable Φ labeling ross-setions of the tensor bundle built up from the elds
TA
(i)
, and onstraint equations whih, along with the possible gauge onditions, propagate under the
evolution of the assoiated hyperboli system.
Note that there is no known a general pratial proedure whih would immediately produe a
symmetri hyperboli system of the form (2.5) from (2.1). In fat, the atual way of deduing a
symmetri hyperboli system (2.5) from (2.1) and the justiation that the onstraints also propagate
for eah partiular ase might be very ompliated and most of the time requires very speial
4
onsiderations. However, the atual way of getting the required hyperboli redution of the seleted
matter system will not play any role in the basi argument onerning the evolution of symmetries
of initial data speiations.
Notie also that even after imposing ondition 2.2 the framework we have still overs matter
systems like Klein-Gordon, dilaton, Higgs, Maxwell-Yang-Mills elds elds and various uids along
with the onventional ouplings of these systems. In fat, this setting is suitable to host virtually
all the physially relevant matter systems for whih a well-posed initial value problem an ever be
formulated.
2.2.2 Hyperbolization of the gravitational part
To get symmetri hyperboli equations relevant for the seleted gravity-matter system we need to
take are beside the hyperboli redution of (2.1) that of (2.3), as well. It is known [11, 10℄ that, due
to the general ovariane of the onsidered metri theories of gravity, there is no way to get hyperboli
evolution from the oupled eld equations (2.1) and (2.3) without xing the gauge assoiated with
the dieomorphism invariane. One of the possibilities
4
to make suh a gauge xing rests on the
form of the Rii tensor Rab given in loal oordinates x
α
as
Rαβ = −
1
2
gµν∂µ∂νgαβ + gδ(α∂β)Γ
δ +Hαβ (gερ, ∂γgερ) , (2.6)
and it is done by simply replaing Γδ = gγρΓδγρ in (2.6) with arbitrary `gauge soure funtions' f
δ
(hosen so that f δ = Γδ is satised on initial hypersurfaes). The equations yielded by substituting,
in loal oordinates, the r.h.s. of (2.6) for the l.h.s of (2.3), with Γδ replaed by f δ, are refereed to
as redued gravity equations. These equations an be put into the form of a rst order symmetri
hyperboli equation by introduing all rst order derivatives of gαβ as new variables and let Φ onsists
of gαβ together with these derivatives. Then by making use of the redued gravity equations a system
of symmetri hyperboli equations for Φ an be built up by a standard proedure (see for more details
e.g. [4, 10℄).
2.2.3 Hyperboli redution of the oupled system
Upon having a hyperboli redution of the matter and gravity equations separately, it is important
to know whether the oupled equations also form a symmetri hyperboli system. The answer is
in the armative. This an be justied by realling that the oupling of the matter eld equations
(2.1)  whih by ondition 2.2 an be ast into a symmetri hyperboli system of the form (2.5) 
and that of a xed hyperboli redution of (2.3)  written in rst order symmetri hyperboli form 
is only by terms of order zero, hene, the ombined system is also symmetri hyperboli. Therefore,
loal existene and uniqueness results immediately apply to the relevant redued gravity-matter
equations in ase of regular initial value problems.
There is only one signiant requirement the applied initial value problem has to satisfy: The
existene and uniqueness of solutions to symmetri hyperboli equations is expeted to be guaranteed
within its framework in the smooth setting. The initial value problems whih satisfy this ondition
are referred to as regular initial value problems. Immediate examples for appropriate initial value
problems are the standard Cauhy problem (see e.g. Ref. [4℄) and also the harateristi initial
value problem assoiated with an initial hypersurfae represented by either the union of two smooth
null hypersurfaes interseting on a 2-dimensional spaelike surfae [17, 20℄ or a harateristi one
4
For an exellent review of all the related issues see [8℄.
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[6, 1, 20℄. Sine no further requirement on the initial value problem is used anywhere in the derivation
of our results we shall not make a denite hoie among these regular initial value problems. Thereby
the following notation will be applied on equal footing to any of these initial value problems: The
initial hypersurfae will be denoted by Σ, while the initial data on Σ will be represented by the basi
variables in square brakets. In partiular, an initial data speiation for an equation of the form
(2.5) is represented by the pair (Σ, [Φ]).
As mentioned above the hyperboli redution is done by splitting the basi equations to pure
evolution equations and onstraint ones. In fat, the onstraint equations, along with the gauge
onditions, manifest ertain (dierential) identities that have to be satised by TA
(i)
and gab. In
partiular, they impose restritions on the possible initial data sets. Thereby, having a hyperboli
redution of the oupled system suitable initial data onsistent with the relevant gauge onditions
and satisfying all the onstraints has to be arranged. Finally, it has also to be demonstrated that
the gauge onditions and the onstraints propagate with the `time' evolution of the relevant oupled
redued system. In the present ase, by making use of a suitable ombination of ondition 2.2 and
the twie ontrated Bianhi identity (see also page 20 and pages 76-77 of [10℄), it an be justied
that the gauge onditions and the onstraints will be satised throughout the domain of dependene
assoiated with a solution to the oupled evolution equations if they hold on the initial data surfae.
3 The evolution of symmetri initial data speiations
Consider a gravity-matter system of the type speied in the previous setion satisfying onditions
2.1 and 2.2. Assume that a regular initial value problem has been hosen, moreover, a suitable
initial data set relevant for the oupled symmetri hyperboli evolution equations also satisfying the
pertinent gauge onditions and onstraint equations has also been seleted. Reall that then we
immediately have a detailed knowledge of the metri and matter elds on the initial data surfae
Σ sine in any of the regular initial value problems TA
(i)
and gab, along with their derivatives up
to arbitrary order, an always be determined on Σ by making use of an initial data speiation,
(Σ, [TA
(i)
], [gab]), and the eld equations. Clearly, it is of obvious interest to identify those initial data
sets that are guaranteed to evolve to ongurations possessing ertain type of symmetries. The rest
of this paper is to make it lear under what onditions the symmetries, and more importantly what
sort of symmetries, of initial data sets will be inherited by the orresponding solutions.
There are various possibilities whih make it sensible to onsider an initial data speiation to
be symmetri. The most straightforward one is the following: An initial data set (Σ, [TA
(i)
], [gab]) is
onsidered to be symmetri if there exists a dieomorphism ψ : Σ → Σ of the initial hypersurfae
Σ onto itself so that it leaves the initial data invariant. These type of symmetries of initial data
speiations were onsidered in [10℄, for the ase of Einstein-vauum systems. Based essentially on
the uniqueness of maximal Cauhy developments, it was demonstrated there that suh a symmetry
of a vauum initial data set will be inherited by the orresponding solution. By making use of a
straightforward adaptation of this argument (see, for more details, pages 90-91 of [10℄) to the ase of
gravity-matter systems investigated here, it an also be justied that a symmetry, of the onsidered
type, of an initial data set gives also rise to a symmetry of the assoiated Cauhy development, i.e.
there will exist a dieomorphism Ψ :M →M with Ψ∗T
A
(i)
= TA
(i)
and Ψ∗gab = gab with Ψ|Σ = ψ.
Sine there are symmetries of Cauhy developments whih does not neessarily map any initial
data surfaes onto themselves it is of obvious interest to know whether the traes of these more
general type of symmetries an also be reognized by making use of initial data speiations. It
seems to be hopeless to nd an evidene for the existene of these more general type of symmetries in
the ase of disrete symmetry transformations. However, whenever a gravity-matter system admits
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a Killing vetor eld, i.e. there exists, at least loally, a one-parameter family of isometry ations in
a neighbourhood of Σ, the proedure desribed in detail in the following setion an be applied.
Before approahing to this point there are two omments in order. Firstly, I would like to
emphasize the omplementary harater of the proedures assoiated with the above mentioned two
types of symmetries. The results relevant for the more general type of symmetries obviously over the
speial ase whenever an initial data speiation admits a one-parameter family of dieomorphisms
ψτ : Σ→ Σ leaving the initial data invariant. However, it has its drawbak not being able to handle
the ase of disrete isometry ations whih, on the other hand, an be overed by the indiated
generalization of the method of Friedrih and Rendall [10℄ in the partiular ase when the initial
data surfae is mapped onto itself by the assoiated dieomorphism.
Seondly, the results presented below are due to straightforward adaptations of earlier methods
applied in the Einstein-vauum ase to study the linearization stability problem by Monrief [14, 15℄
(see also [3, 2℄). Note that these results provide an immediate generalization of the main assertion of
[19℄, and motivates a possible further strengthening of the onlusion of [13℄, sine the results overed
by [19, 13℄ are relevant merely for gravity-matter systems with matter elds satisfying quasi-linear
wave equations.
3.1 The onstrution of a andidate Killing vetor eld
It is known that if we had a Killing vetor eld Ka, satisfying the Killing equation,
LKgab = ∇aKb +∇bKa = 0 (3.1)
and the integrability ondition,
∇a∇bKc +Rbca
dKd = 0, (3.2)
of the 2-form eld Ξab = ∇aKb this Killing vetor eld would be ompletely determined by the
values of Ka and ∇aKb at any point of M sine the above two equations imply a system of ODE's
for the omponents of Ka and ∇aKb along any C
1
urve. However, the existene of a Killing vetor
eld annot be proven in this way. Nevertheless, the ontration,
∇e∇eK
a +RadK
d = 0, (3.3)
of (3.2), whih is a linear homogeneous wave equation for Ka, provides the means to onstrut a
`andidate' Killing vetor eld. Obviously, any Killing vetor eld satises (3.3) but not all of its
solutions will give rise to a Killing vetor eld.
3.2 Evolution of the Lie derivatives of the basi variables
The onditions ensuring the existene of initial data [Ka] on an initial hypersurfae Σ so that the
unique solution Ka of (3.3) will be a Killing vetor eld are neessarily given in terms of restritions
on the values of the elds TA
(i)
and gab on Σ. The relevant requirements an be read o the evolution
equations for the Lie derivatives of our basi variables. The remaining part of this setion is to
identify these onditions and thereby we shall prove the following:
Theorem: Let (M, gab) be a spaetime assoiated with a gravity-matter system as it was speied
in setion 2. Denote by D[Σ] the domain of dependene of an initial hypersurfae Σ assoiated with
a regular initial value problem. Then there exists a non-trivial Killing vetor eld Ka on D[Σ], so
that the matter elds are also invariant, i.e. LKT
A
(i)
= 0, if there exists a non-trivial initial data set
[Ka] for (3.3) so that LKT
A
(i)
, LKgab and ∇c(LKgab) all vanish identially on Σ.
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Before presenting the proof of this theorem let us emphasize ertain points relevant for the
applied setting. First of all, the pratial problem of nding initial data [Ka] for (3.3)  whih in
eah partiular ase is the hard part of the work  is not onsidered here. It is, however, important
to note that, upon having any sort of initial data [Ka] for (3.3), the validity of our onditions, i.e.
the vanishing of LKT
A
(i)
, LKgab and ∇c(LKgab), an be immediately justied. This is a onsequene
of the fat that knowledge of [Ka], along with the equation (3.3), sues to determine derivatives
of Ka up to any order on Σ. As already mentioned above, the elds TA
(i)
and gab, along with their
derivatives up to arbitrary order, an also be determined on the initial hypersurfae Σ in any regular
initial value problem. Thereby the existene of a loal one-parameter group of dieomorphisms
ating on the Cauhy development whih leaves the matter elds and the geometry invariant an be
read o the initial data for TA
(i)
and gab in advane of having the relevant solution expliitly.
Seondly, in ase of gauge elds it might seem to be too strong to require the vanishing of the Lie
derivative of the eld variable. It is known, for instane, that in the partiular ase of a Yang-Mills
eld the invariane of a vetor potential Aa (taking values in a Lie algebra g) under the ation of a
one-parameter group of dieomorphisms assoiated with a vetor eld Ka implies only that LKAa
is equal to the gauge ovariant derivative Da of a g-valued funtion W , i.e. LKAa = DaW . This
general invariane property plays an important role whenever there are several symmetries ating
simultaneously on a given spaetime. Note, however, that in the present situation  when we look
for a single andidate Killing vetor eld determined by (3.3) and suitable initial data speiations
 the funtion W an be gauged away (see, e.g., page 19 of [5℄) so that the invariane of an adapted
vetor potential Aa an, in fat, without loss of generality, be expressed as LKAa = 0.
Proof: To start o onsider a vetor eld Ka satisfying (3.3) but whih is kept otherwise to be
arbitrary. Then, by taking the ovariant derivative of (3.3), ommuting derivatives and applying the
ontrated Bianhi identity, it an be shown that LKgab satises the equation
∇e∇e (LKgab) = −2LKRab + 2R
e
ab
f (LKgef ) + 2R
e
(a(LKgb)e). (3.4)
Moreover, by taking the Lie derivative of (2.3) we get
5
LKRab =
∑
(i)
(
∂Rab
∂TA
(i)
)
LKT
A
(i)
+
(
∂Rab
∂gef
)
LKgef . (3.5)
Then, in virtue of (3.4) and (3.5), LKgab satises an equation of the form
∇e∇e (LKgab) = Pab(LKgcd) +
∑
(i)
Q
(i)ab(LKT
A
(i)
) (3.6)
where Pab and Q(i)ab are linear and homogeneous funtions of their indiated arguments.
The next step is to show that LKT
A
(i)
satisfy an equation analogous to (2.1) so that the oeient
of the prinipal part of the relevant equation is equal to that of (2.1). To ahieve this take the Lie
derivative of (2.1) with respet to the vetor eld Ka. This yields the relation
∑
(j)
KAe
(i)(j)B
[
LK
(
∇eT
B
(j)
)]
+
∑
(j)
∇eTB(j)
∑
(k)
(
∂KAe
(i)(j)B
∂T C
(k)
)
LKT
C
(k)
+
(
∂KAe
(i)(j)B
∂gcd
)
LKgcd

+
∑
(l)
(
∂LA
(i)
∂T C
(l)
)
LKT
C
(l)
+
(
∂LA
(i)
∂gcd
)
LKgcd = 0. (3.7)
5
Whenever TA and SB are tensor elds of type (k, l) and (m,n), respetively, (∂TA/∂SB) is onsidered to be a
tensor eld of type (k+n, l+m). Aordingly, the ontration (∂TA/∂SB)LKS
B
is again a tensor eld of type (k, l).
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To put (3.7) into the form of (2.1) the ommutation relation of the operators LK and ∇a is needed
to be used whih reads as
LK
(
∇cT
A
(i)
)
= ∇c
(
LKT
A
(i)
)
+
ki∑
s=1
(
TA
(i)
)
e
[as]
[∇LKg]
as
e c −
li∑
t=1
(
TA
(i)
)
[bt]
e [∇LKg] bt
e
c, (3.8)
where
(
TA
(i)
)
e
[as]
and
(
TA
(i)
)
[bt]
e stand for T(i)
a1...e...aki
s
⌣
b1...bli
and T
(i)
a1...aki
t
⌣
b1...e...bli
, respetively;
moreover, the notation
[∇LKg] a
c
b =
1
2
gcf {∇a (LKgfb) +∇b (LKgaf )−∇f (LKgab)} (3.9)
has been applied. Then, in virtue of (3.7) and (3.8), the desired equation reads as∑
(j)
KAe
(i)(j)B
∇e
(
LKT
B
(j)
)
+ L̂A
(i)
= 0, (3.10)
where the oeients of the terms ∇e(LKT
B
(j)
) are exatly that of ∇eT
B
(j)
in (2.1), and, the L̂A
(i)
stand
for a sum of terms whih are linear and homogeneous expressions of either of the variables LKT
A
(i)
,
LKgab or ∇c(LKgab), respetively.
To omplete our argument notie rst that, in virtue of the oinidene of the prinipal parts of
(3.10) and (2.1), along with ondition 2.2, the same hyperbolization proedure that was supposed to
exist in ase of (2.1) an also be used to dedue from (3.10) a symmetri hyperboli system for the
variables LKT
A
(i)
.
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Similarly, the linear wave equation (3.6) an be put into the form of a symmetri
hyperboli system for the variables LKgab and ∇cLKgab. Sine the oupling of these two systems
happens only through terms of zero order the oupled system immediately gives rise to a symmetri
hyperboli system for the elds LKT
A
(i)
, LKgab and ∇c(LKgab). In addition the `soure term' of
the resulting system is a sum of expressions whih are linear and homogeneous in either of these
variables. This property guarantees that the ombined equation neessarily have the identially zero
solution for vanishing initial data. Sine the symmetri rst order system derived from (3.6) and
(3.10) is linear and homogeneous in the basi variables the onstraints, that there might be yielded
by the relevant hyperboli redution of these equations, are immediately satised by the identially
zero solutions of the oupled evolution equations. Hene whenever initial data [Ka] an be hosen
on an initial hypersurfae Σ so that LKT
A
(i)
, LKgab and ∇c(LKgab) are zero on Σ then eah of the
elds LKT
A
(i)
and LKgab will identially vanish throughout the domain where the assoiated unique
solution of (3.3) does exist. To see, nally, that this domain has to oinide with D[Σ] note that,
sine (3.3) is a linear homogeneous wave equation any solution of it an be shown  by making use
of the `pathing together loal solutions' tehniques desribed e.g. on page 266 of [16℄  to extend
over the entire domain of dependene D[Σ] of Σ.
4 Conluding remarks
In virtue of the above result one may onlude that for any gravity-matter systems satisfying ondi-
tions 2.1 and 2.2 Killing symmetries of initial data speiations (Σ, [TA
(i)
], [gab]) are preserved by the
6
Reall that a hyperboli redution of an equation of the type (2.1), whenever it an be made, is ahieved by
a regular algebrai proedure (see e.g. page 9 of [11℄) whih depends on the prinipal part of the equation exlu-
sively. Thereby, however dierent the soure terms LA
(i)
and L̂A
(i)
might be, their dierene has no inuene on the
hyperbolization of equation (3.10).
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time evolution. This setion is to onsider situations where either of the onditions of the above
theorem fails to be satised.
Let us start by onsidering the evolution of ertain elds on a xed non-dynamial spaetime
(M, gab). Suppose that K
a
is a vetor eld onM satisfying (3.3) but the Lie derivative of the metri
with respet to Ka should not neessarily vanish. It is straightforward to see that whenever LKgab
does not vanish the relevant form of (3.6) gives rise to a onstraint equation whih has to be satised
by the Lie derivatives of elds TA
(i)
. Furthermore, (3.10) determining the evolution of LKT
A
(i)
will
have non-trivial soure terms in onsequene of the presene of the non-vanishing elds LKgcd and
∇eLKgcd. This implies then that despite of the fat that the elds T
A
(i)
might be arranged to possess
ertain type of symmetries on the initial hypersurfae the evolution of the system will suppress this
property unless Ka is a Killing vetor eld of the xed bakground spaetime.
The situation is very similar, although the equations simplify onsiderably, wheneverKa is hosen
to be a Killing vetor eld for the xed bakground geometry but the matter elds are kept to be
general. Then the non-invariane of the matter elds  represented by the Lie derivatives LKT
A
(i)

`evolve' aording to a linear homogeneous equation of the form∑
(j)
KAe
(i)(j)B
∇e
(
LKT
B
(j)
)
+
∑
(k)
LA
(k)B
(
LKT
B
(k)
)
= 0, (4.1)
where LA
(k)B
are some smooth elds, moreover, the Lie derivatives LKT
A
(i)
have also to satisfy the
additional onstraint ∑
(i)
(
∂Rab
∂TA
(i)
)
LKT
A
(i)
= 0. (4.2)
An analogous argument applies whenever the geometry is hosen to be dynamial and initial
data is arranged for (3.3) so that LKgcd and ∇eLKgcd vanish identially on Σ, however, either of
the Lie derivatives LKT
A
(i)
is not zero there. Then the unique solution Ka of (3.3) will not give rise
to a Killing vetor eld of the oupled gravity-matter system and, in general, neither of the elds
LKT
A
(i)
, LKgcd and ∇eLKgcd will vanish on sueeding Cauhy surfaes.
Consider now a situation whenever ondition 2.1 is not satised, i.e. suppose that either of the
elds KAe
(i) B
, LA used in (2.1) or the expression appearing on the r.h.s. of (2.3) depends expliitly
on the points of the spaetime. This an our, for instane, whenever there is an additional eld
present not taking part in the evolution. It is straightforward to see that then the Lie derivative of
either of the elds KAe
(i) B
, LA or Rab will not be a homogeneous expression of the Lie derivatives of
the dynamial elds exlusively. Instead, terms ontaining the Lie derivative of the non-dynamial
eld appear in equations (3.6) and (3.10). Hene, unless this additional non-dynamial eld is itself
invariant under the ation of the one-parameter families of dieomorphisms assoiated with our to
be Killing eld Ka, these terms behave as soure terms yielding the loss of any possible Killing
symmetry of an initial data speiation.
It is important to emphasize that the presented results also provide means to justify or dispel
ertain assumptions (usually made impliitly) whih are applied e.g. in searhing for exat or
numerial solutions of the type of gravity-matter systems investigated here. For instane, if a
system does not satisfy ondition 2.1 it straightforwardly follows from the above onsiderations that
the appliation of a dimensional redution, based on the assumption that the spaetime admits a
global symmetry, might not be ompletely onsistent with the system under investigation. Clearly, it
may happen that a gravity-matter system of this type has no solution whih would possess a (loal)
one-parameter group of isometry ations whih also would leave the matter elds to be invariant.
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Let us nally mention that on a similar base the results presented in this paper might be useful in
testing the trustworthiness of a ode in numerial simulation of gravity-matter systems. In partiular,
in ase of theories satisfying onditions 2.1 and 2.2 one an be sure that something has to be wrong
with a ode if it does not preserve (at least approximately) symmetries of initial data speiations.
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